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One terrorist group is

responsible for more civilian

deaths since December 2012

(the Sandy Hook massacre) than

Al Qaeda, Boko Haram, Hamas

and the Taliban. Yet it is the only

nearly-state sponsored terrorist

group that is not listed by the

U.S. State Department as such.

It is the National Rifle

Association and for their

unending lobbying that’s kept a

lid on gun control we now have

428 times more American

deaths by gun than deaths by

foreign terrorists.

No? Between 2012 and 2015,

according to University of

Maryland’s Global Terrorism

Database, ISIS has murdered

approximately 12,138 civilians,

Boko Haram,10,092, the Taliban

9,427 and Hamas, 85.

In that time, Americans have

murdered or spree killed via gun

and assault rifle, 87,423 people

in the United States.
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After more than 87,000 people in the U.S. have been killed from
gun vioence, it's time to label the NRA for what it really is: a
terrorist organization.
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In contrast, terrorism killed 28 Americans per year on both U.S. soil and abroad

according to the Global Terrorism Database.

Those murdered Americans killed by our own lunatic gun slingers include

terrified children calling for their mothers, teachers begging for the lives of their

students, students begging for not just their own lives but the lives of their

classmates, moviegoers looking for escape, bystanders cheering for athletes,

athletes trying to be the best they can be as the worst we ever could have

imagined struck them down in cold blood.

Therefore the NRA should take

its rightful place on the State

Department list of terrorist

organizations, because its

influence is more of an

immediate threat to the lives of

our citizens than foreign

terrorists.

Although the NRA is not an

officially state-sponsored

organization it is the supporter of

the state with its massive

member and lobbyist donations

to our elected officials.

After the last no-vote on gun

control, the British newspaper

The Guardian did an analysis

that showed 45 of the 48

senators who torpedoed gun

control in Congress “have

received money from firearms

lobbyists.”

On Friday, even as the country’s

collective heart was breaking

again, faded pol and former-gun

control advocate Rudy Giuliani, who will say anything to get on TV in a pathetic

and dangerous attempt to be relevant (that ship has sailed, bub), went on “Fox &

Friends” to rant about his now-support of guns, ranting that murderers don’t

follow gun control laws.

No, but lax gun control laws put guns in those murderer’s hands.

Scenes of chaos
follow deadly shooting
at Umpqua
Community College in
Oregon
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America is supposed to be 'the home of the brave.' Buth there is
nothing brave about blasting away nine innocent people at a
college.

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS/NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
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On his visit, the Pope declared America to be the “Land of the free, home of the

brave.” Really?

How brave was it for a sexually frustrated, racist freak with six guns to shoot and

kill eight students and a staffer at a college?

How brave was it for the sheriff there — a Sandy Hook non-believer — to write

to the vice president of the United States after the Sandy Hook massacre to

declare that neither he nor his deputies would enforce gun control restrictions if

passed. They didn’t pass, so he didn’t have to. Now his citizens are dead and on

Friday he presided over the victim’s family’s announcements. How does he

sleep at night? How do we?

THE JEB FAD IS FADING

They said he was a shoo-in.

They said he was the next Bush

to be a forty-something

President, as in “45.”

Tragically, however, jabbering

Jeb just can’t get it up. His poll

numbers, I mean.

According to a Pew poll

(emphasizes “pew!”), Jebby’s

numbers are so low that the only

part of that 45 he’s got now is

the four — as in 4% of support

among GOP voters. Hey Jeb:

“Stuff happens.”

Meantime, Donald Trump is still

ahead by more than a hair and

said he’d definitely give

neurosurgeon nut Ben Carson a

cabinet position. Maybe instead

of the cabinet he can become

the surgeon general.

It’s time that a doctor in charge finally ended the scourge of all men becoming

gay in jail, making sure that bestiality participants can’t legally marry, and make

all illegal immigrants happy by turning them into indentured farm servants.

MAYOR, IT'S NOT YOUR JOB
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Jeb was supposed to be a shoo-in. Now, he's on the brink of
being shooed away by his GOP rivals.

ETHAN MILLER/GETTY IMAGES
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Mayor de Blasio, who has somehow confused his job with that of leader of the

free world, will be hosting a forum in Iowa just ahead of the caucuses — on

income inequality, yet.

Not only is this a direct hit to the head of his mentor, Hillary, who has already

stated she won’t go for extra debates. OK, this one is couched as a “forum.”

Right.

And seriously? On what planet does he think this topic will be a big draw for

Republican candidates?

De Blasio is wasting his time with this debate —er, forum — on income inequality. 
PACIFIC PRESS/LIGHTROCKET VIA GETTY IMAGES
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They don’t need to debate income inequality. They’re all for it.

Why hold a forum to which no one will come except the “why bother" candidate

Martin O’Malley because he has to, and Bernie Sanders because after all, no

candidate is more income unequal than he is.

LIFE, IT AIN'T GR-EASY

OK, so the average New Yorker eats 23 pounds of pizza a year (with forks de

Blasio style, and mitts Regular Joe style). It’s just been announced that blotting

grease off your pizza will save you over 6,000 calories a year, which will

theoretically shave nearly 2 pounds off your belly. Therefore, it stands to reason

that not blotting will cause you to gain 2 pounds a year.

Thing is? I’ve been a proud pizza blotter for over 20 years now. But I’m not 40

pounds — or even 1 pound — lighter.

Why is it though, that if I hadn’t been dabbing, you know for sure I’d be sporting

40 greasy extra pounds around right now?

Life, like pizza, isn’t fair.

FAKE REAL HOUSEWIFE IN

VERY REAL CRASH

Former fake Real Housewife Jill

Zarin was in a car crash on

Friday and knocked unconscious

on the eve of the premier of her

SyFy cheeseball acting debut in

“Night of the Wild,” part of

It appears de Blasio has confused his job with that of the leader of the free world.
LARRY DOWNING/REUTERS
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SyFy’s B-movie Saturday

schlock night.

The flick’s a poor (very poor)

women’s version of “Zoo” in

which all pet dogs eat their

owners or something.

Question: How could the docs

tell that Zarin was unconscious?

She always looks out of it.

POPE & MARRIAGE

Somebody should have told the

Pope about the Eleventh

Commandment: Never trust a

thrice-divorced marriage clerk.

Pope Francis stained his

otherwise stainless American trip

by secretly meeting with

Kentucky clerk Kim Davis, who had claimed it would be against her religion to

issue marriage licenses to gay couples. Where in her religion, by the way, does it

say you can get divorced as often as other women get manicured?

That being said, the Pope now regrets that visit and wants the world to know it

was not meant as an endorsement of her views. The Vatican claims the Pope

wasn’t even indirectly involved in the decision to invite her and that Davis was

only in a greeting line.

Francis did meet with a gay friend and the man’s partner.

FOLLOW LINDA STASI ON FACEBOOK HERE

TAGS: gun control , umpqua community college shooting , jeb bush , bill de blasio ,

jill zarin , pope francis

COMMENTS (89) [ Discussion Guidelines]

Jill Zarin was in a car crash on Friday and knocked
unconscious. Though it may have been difficult for the doctors
to tell the difference, Linda Stasi says.

ALEXANDER TAMARGO/GETTY IMAGES FOR HAUTE LIVING
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PLY

comment has been deleted

Like REPLY

The 2nd amendment needs to be repealed the same that happened to a ban on alcohol.

POETIC JUSTICE
2 days ago

Like REPLY

Another left liberal wing nut!

TONY VELASQUEZ
18 hours ago

Like REPLY

Never gonna happen. There will be a revolution first.

NYMOM
9 hours ago

Like REPLY

It doesn't need to be repealed, it just needs to be interpreted in a sane manner.  The idea
that it means there can be no regulations whatsoever is recent and radical.

"Well regulated" doesn't mean "No regulations."

IGNATZ TOPO
9 hours ago

Like

Well regulated means properly functioning not infringed by government.

THOMAS MACDONALD
8 hours ago
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Like

We have laws. People are supposed to go to jail for gun crimes. But prosecutors
either refuse to charge people or they plea-bargain those crimes away. Doesn't
exactly encourage compliance when a gun criminal knows he's going to get away
with it.

GER SAN
4 hours ago

Like

the right to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed

  damn sure does!!!!!!

BRAD DAVIS
6 minutes ago

Like REPLY

We need to ban the Second Amendment just like we repealed the ban on alcohol? Do
you even realize how stupid that sounds?

THOMAS MACDONALD
7 hours ago

Like REPLY

NRA members aren't the ones killing people. It's black inner city thugs that are
responsible for the vast majority of gun crimes. That's the real problem the media refuses
to talk about. Unfortunately for everyone else it's politically incorrect to blame the people
responsible based on the color of their skin. Want to decrease gun crimes? Stop letting
criminals off the hook, make them complete longer sentences instead of putting them
back on the streets and acting surprised when they do kill somebody.

JOSEPH KOOL
3 hours ago

Like

joesph kool,  you are having a rational thought.
STOP IT Immediately

you are a racest,  war monger, baby killer, and all that other stuff the left says to stop you

from rational thoughts 

BRAD DAVIS
3 minutes ago
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Like REPLY

Shutup stupid

JOSEPH KOOL
3 hours ago

Like

ok,  left wing wacka doos,  here is the deal.

The left has an agenda, that agenda is to get rid of all the guns,

I know it, you know it. no since in denying it.

the pres, said it in his speech the other day about the shooting

see his speech aty 5:56

when he said he wants the US to follow in Australia and Great Britans steps.

Also 

BRAD DAVIS
12 minutes ago

Like

I messed up.
so here it is..intill your agenda is changed, there will not be any communication on gun

control

BRAD DAVIS
9 minutes ago

Like REPLY

Who let's this stuff get printed?  

FRANK DREBIN
1 day ago

Like REPLY

Same guys, probably, who let Charles Grodin have a column. 

http://www.nydailynews.com/life-style/health/grodin-thermophore-bring-happy-soothing-nights-
article-1.2040474

JOSIAH
21 hours ago

IGNATZ TOPO
9 hours ago
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Like REPLY

People who believe in the FIRST Amendment, not just a radical and novel interpretation of the
2nd.

Like REPLY

The Supreme Court has interpreted the Second Amendment and they said you are the
radical.

THOMAS MACDONALD
7 hours ago
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